
Help us Restore this national Jewel of Horta through:Donation/Events/Visits
We are excited to announce the launch of Myriad USA, which brings together the expertise of the King Baudouin 
Foundation United States (KBFUS) and Give2Asia, uniting two longtime partners. KBFUS changed its name to 
Myriad USA in January 2024, and under this new brand now provides donors with a simple and efficient solution 
to support nonprofit initiatives around the world.Restoration, Preservation & Sharing

Restoration,Preservation&Sharing www.foundation-frison-horta.be Foundation Frison Horta 
"A Living Museum”Help Protect Heritage of Art Nouveau Horta Frison House Restoration 
Preservation and Sharing this Emblematic Sleeping Beauty waking up to its full Glorious Heritage of 
Art Nouveau from the founding father "Victor Horta".The Horta House revival is much more than the 
heritage, the bygone era and how to preserve it. And certainly much more than owning a house. The 
Horta House makes a statement about the future.What kind of Heritage In our cities we want and 
indeed, what kind of cities we need restoring the rich Heritage of the Past.Help us restore the last 
phase of the foundation through Donations / Made to measure Events/Visits Friends of Foundation 
Horta https://www.every.org/foundation-horta-house/f/help-protect-heritage 
Email:nupur@foundation-frison-horta.beMyriad USA is the new name for the King Baudouin 
Foundation United States (KBFUS). We bring together the expertise of KBFUS and Give2Asia, and 
facilitate thoughtful, effective giving, to anywhere around the world. Myriad USA is a member 

of Myriad - the Alliance for borderless giving. Finally the House has found a soul that is as high in 
colour and narrative as its own dramatic origins.The Tale has just begun and we’re all waiting for the 
next chapter, paragraph, word even to be told, to keep us dreaming of exceptional beauty far and 
near, in the midst of the numbing dullness of everyday city life.Hooray for the enchanted House 
reclaiming its due, of the jungle marching on Bruxelles, of roots springing to life, of buds piercing 
the asphalt, of a thousand flowers bloom, of exotic fruits..and the little Mowgli swinging from its 
branches under the mighty Horta’s Spiritual Guidance and Supervision.
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